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Be Sure You Go To The Polls Nov. 7
And Vote "YES" For The $60,000
Bond Issue To Complete The
County's New Hospital
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Shirley Ann Sweeney, Owed' gram will be "Halloween School
Kenneth Noel Baker. Linda Lou
be mailed within this White, Dorothy Williamson -and
Arshould
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Brelsford
William
Mrs.
Charles
and
Mr.
Seniors:
Party." '
a 1130 p. m.,
Towne and Susanne White.
Martha Wilson.
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United Nations
Day Is Observed

Former Resident
Killed By Train

135 Pupils. At Butler Make
The First-Term Honor Roll

Nine Fredonia Pupils
Make Special Honor Roll
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The Two-Gun Peace Officer

Little Chips

let

By J
and Series, this was proved when as
along
DICK OBERLIN
A preacher came
many as 15 ball fans gathered at
pray
"I
wrote upon a signboard:
WHAS
Princeton Lumber Company
for all," A lawyer wrote under- the
DIRECTOR
were
Some
game.
NEWS
the
watch
to
doctor
neath: "I plead for all." A
some leaned against
added: "I prescribe for all." The standing,
but the majority took
plain citizen wrote: "I pay for the wall,
observance of Unit- which signed the charter ratified
seats on the floor. The big dif- - The formal
all!"
the celebration of it.
Day,
Nations
ed
and
telecast
• • •
ference between the
fifth -birthday, The U-N came into the world
organization's
that
there
days was that
If there hadn't been some two- village store
October only after long and painful labor,
Tuesday,
observed
was
boil and to call the fisted fighters in Congress, the was little gossiping and mostly
doesn't mean saying: and it was a sickly infant. It
That
24th.
While the, political pots are beginning to
lived. But
explosive portent in the air. three departments of the govern- listening.
"Happy Birthday" then blowing promised much—if it
kettles black, there are rumblings of
• • •
complicated, with evidence ment would now be executive,
had a terrible
it
outset,
more
and
the
daily
cake
from
grow
the
on
candles
conditions
the
out
Events and
Few of us realize the freedom
At a time when the future executive and executive.
about our business. The struggle for life.
on all sides of inefficiency in leadership.
• • •
throughout the
this country; even in going
in
have
we
freedom
of
fate
the
and
stake
be remembered by
should
For a time, it looked very much
U-N
of this nation is at
the
every American to face
"I thought Russia would have the Army. Where else in
every day.
if its promise would become
man
as
every
world hangs in the balance, it behooves
0Etoril/fr"
more sense," mourns Henry A. world could a GI send his draft
Ders,v
and it would die the
meaningless
Nations
United
facts, however unpleasant they may prove.
the
Eventually
pregrumble and growl at those Wallace. And Russia doubtless board clerk a postcard showing
461/N.37
spineless
its
to
of
pastime
death
4G/A17
world
natural
of
American
center
the
old
become
an
is
will
It
bedraggled soldier
a weary
4041
,
04
are usually the ones who thought Mr. Wallace wouldn't.
(12141,41U
Eventually we are decessor, the old League of Nain public office, but the loudest critics
• • •
which said, "I'm in the Army government.
they don't want
43/4
that
explain
EUROPE
piously
who
o'Ur
tions.
or
of
little
vote
/
a
up
give
going to
are too busy to
The time is not too far distant now. Wish you were here instead
stay-at-homers decide most
individualism, a little of
There came a day of decision.
te mix in "dirty politics." And so the
the side of when the television set will re- of me." Our local draft board rugged
on
themselves
find
citizens
apathetic
-guarded sovereign- That was the day when the North
jealously
elections, and the
our
receivC.
has
gatherAverdick,
H.
clerk,
place the drum stove as a
you Korean Communist regime, inthe "dirty politicians" after all.
Knox. It ty, a little of our "We'll help
ttrAvewor
as to previous ing point in the village store. ed such a card from Ft.
TrOnl The Louisville Cowie? /
if we feel like it, and if we don't spired (everyone is convinced) by
Many a business man who demands references
"Monkey".
World
signed,
the
was
during
recently,
Just
enblithely
will
we'll slug you" attitude in fr.vor Soviet Russia, sent its troops
experience and character from his humblest clerk
•
knows
who
club or
of participating in this world gov- across the 38th parallel, invaded
dorse any candidate who belongs to the right
Average Voter igKentucky Folklore
ernment Which, with its interna- South Korea. This was the crucial
the right people, regardless of his ability. Mr.
experience in those
tional police force, will be the test of the United Natiens.
nores all too often the need for sound business
A backreal bulwark against constantly
who are elected to run state or national government.
Right there the future of the
of every perrecurring wars or threats of war. world may well have been decidground of practical qualifications should be required
leadership.
or
responsibility
of
son who aspires to any office
This may not be done in five ed—either for peace, for internamy hand, and it was mine, to
Congress—we will
By Gordon Wilson. Ph. D.
On November 7 we will again choose a
years, maybe not in fifty. But if tional cooperation—or for war.
me
with
take
to
cherish,
to
read,
must
College)
We
State
Washington.
(Western
elect men and women to represent us at
it isn't done eventually the world
The U-N responcied swiftly and
to the
It is mid-August as I write this, wherever I went. It had a good certainly is doomed. The world
make certain that the candidate of our choice measures up
I
that
decisively. Led by our own govcharacteristic
a
too,
smell,
my
name.
to
in
as
come
and the papers that
doomed.
title, "Representative" in the spirit and action as well
is
least,
men, at
ernment, the U-N decided this
influence our desk are pretty full of items always demand in a book. And of free
The political party tag the candidate wears must not
Then we will have to live either was a case of flagrant, unjustified,
and the simple little 75-cent volume
vote—rather, the integrity, the ability, and the statesmanship of about this or that school
or the conquered. Wilful aggression, and as such
when it will open for this school came to have a look about it that as conquerors
the candidate should be the determining factors.
the author and his life- There will be no world as we came in the U-N province, and
suggested
references
Kenin
many
candidates
are
There
between
as
year.
choice
real
a
Yes, there is
which long devotion to the out-of-doors know it today, with competitive should be stopped.
tucky, and it is our right to choose. No matter what the choice, to school books, so many of
the and also the places where I my- systems which can live peacefulof
American
American troops were more
property
precious
the
her
or
now
his
are
exercise
every eligible voter should
the self had taken the book in my ly in the same world, but only if ready than those of any other navote
to
of
than
booth
rather
polling
system
the
school
privilege next November 7, by going to
numerous woodland rambles. And there is some overall controlling tion, though we were pitifully unfor that choice. May your choice be wise, but wise or unwise, do children themselves. And that is
which will prevent cut- prepared. We stepped into the
what set me to thinking about the little worn volume still has power
your duty—VOTE.
competition..
breach. Today, about a dozen
the school books we used to have. an appeal that no other book of throat
mine has ever acquired, even
Most peope seem to think that countries have men, ships, planes,
Now schoolbooks, back in other
though many of my books, fully the U-N had its beginnings at tanks and guns in Korea.
times, were private property or,
as worn and disreputable-look- San Francisco in April of 1945,
And, unless some member of
for
property,
least, family
The Opinion Research Corporation recently conducted a sur- at
fifty na- the U-N—this, of cobrse, being
the same family ing, have added greatly to my when representatives of
of
children
many
results.
the
of
some
are
here
And
vey on taxes.
and drew up the thinnest-veiled reference to
them. We inherited knowledge of books and what tions got together
86 per cent of the people interviewed felt that spending should had used
the U-N charter.
Russia—decides to go to the Korjust they contain.
children,
younger
we
them,
raised.
THIS NEWSPAPER
be cut before taxes were
Actually, the U-N got its start ean Communists' assistance in vioutgrown
e
h
t
inherited
we
as
from
investors
discourage
54 per cent agreed that high taxes
four years before that. The olation of the charter, then the
nearly
and
brothers
older
our
of
clothes
risking their money and companies frofn expanding.
beginning was August 14, 1941, first flexing of U-N muscles has
in texts were not
70 per cent believed that general government expenses should sisters. Changes
when President Roosevelt and proved the infant a sturdy one.
common; in fact, my entire time
be reduced.
The days ahead will be diffiPrime Minister Churchill met on
saw no changes
86 per cent were surprised and shocked to learn that hidden in common school
a warship in the middle of the cult. There will be more battles
and not many
our
readers
in
on
taxes
that
and
cents,
five
total
bread
of
loaf
cent
15
a
on
taxes
changes elsewhere. What my old- OUR JUNGLE ROAD TO TO- Atlantic Ocean and drew up what and bitter ones. More sacrifices—
3 $2,000 car amount to about $500.
is called the Atlantic Charter—a and we are beginning, to feel
est brother had used as a reading
Higher
today.
issue
tax
the
about
academic
KYO, by Lt. Gen. Robert L.
There is nothing
• Pictures of the children of this community are to be pub'
statement of purposes and prin- pretty strongly already the sacrijust
was
seventies
late
the
in
text
widely
is
It
1.
October
on
effect
into
Eichelberger (Viking: $4.50)
Federal income taxes went
in ttds newspaper as • special tribute to our Young Chinas
ciples of international policy fices of men and money. More
mid-ninethe
in
me
for
thing
the
only
budgets—is
military
Tomorrow. Soon the responsibility for world destiny will
Another in the series of war
forecast that this—in the light of soaring
na- blood and more sweat.
two
guide
the
would
which
new
were
there
course,
Of
ties.
both
on
heavily upon their shoulders. As Americans, they will meet
memoirs and strategems by anthe beginning and that higher taxes still will be imposed
But peace and tranquility nevmerely re- other of our commanding gen- tions—and any others who wanted
responsibilities without faltering. Among them, In the yens
individuals and C.-or/Mations. Yet, in the face of that, the pressure books, but they were
er are cheap products. They must
dog-eared erals, this book is the unabridged to adhere to them.
come will be many with fame and fortune. But, just u they
for unnecessary domestic spending is unabated. Those who want placements for the old,
or record of what previously had
right now ... with the dawn of • greater tomorrow is.
It was finally, on October 24th, always be bought dearly. We =—
socialized business, British-type social security, socialized medicine, volumes that had got so torn
fresh young faces .., this newspaper wants a picture of
so grimy that the light of know- been condensed in the Saturday 1945, that the United Nations only hope that we actually will
and all other alien projects, are still going st,rong.
future professional men and women, and, who knows,
shine Evening Post. With the excep- came officially into existence af- get, in time, that for which we
At best, the burden of remobilization will be enormous and de- ledge no longer could
a future president of our country. These pictures will be
are paying.
of
the
accumulations
a
countries
of
ter
majority
tha___
through
conspending
domestic
unbridled
this,
of
top
tion of additional description and
bilitating. If, on
lished In a forthcoming special feature. So, Mother and
new
a
had
I
way
that
In
years.
•
uncontrollable
to
could
lead
It
more intimate detail, Eichelbertinues, the result could be ruinous.
your cooperation will be needed to help make this @vet
inflation and an impossible drain on the manpower and industrial First Reader and, maybe, a Spell- ger's previous condensation cov- date to other than those of the
fol and inspiring exhibit!
ered all the meat of the journey Eighth Army who went through
capacities of the nation. In the name of survival, the government ing Book.
• Arrangements have been made with 'The Woltz Staifoz
—(Louisville Times)
Upper readers, though, which from Australia, through New the trying trek over the Owen
must be forced to cut its cost to fit its cloth.
tIonally known children's photographers for newspapers, to
SoGeographic
National
The
were not always attained to in Guinea and the Philippines to Stanley Mountain ranges of New
the pictures at the time and place given below. All you
in
some families, were likely to be the surrender aboard the Mis- Guinea and the jungle fighting ciety says about $600,000,000
to do is bring your children to the photographer. There ts
charge or obligation. Children must be accompanied by
pertinent to the amphibious trot treasure is definitely known to
pretty sound after being used by souri.
aboard sunken ships.
be
or other guardian.
of the
parent
members
Japan.
older
to
various
the
Like all war books this is the
It is frequently argued that most of the opposition to either
and
Snow is never seen in AdeEichelberger's style is reminisfamily. Even the arithmetic, in personal- story of its narrator.
•You do not have to be a subscriber to this newspaper
socialized medicine or government-controlled medicine originates
may fa
cent of that of Eisenhower in his laide, the capital of South Aussome ways the most used book of
de set need to purchase photographs, although you
and
selfish,
who
entirely
are
are
whose
motives
groups
the
within
in "Crusade in Europe". Much of his tralia.
If you wish. Just bring your children down and have
all, held together remarkably, What Gen. Kenney covered
which
completely without interest in the welfare of the masses of people.
tures taken. Later you will be shown proofs from It is
King Gustav V of Sweden sucand all. Big his book on the Southwest Paci- detail will not be interesting to
Estate
Jones'
John
inethe paper.
printtsd
That argument cannot withstand the light of fact. Current
having
prefer
you
pose
the
select
1907,
8,
Dec.
the
to
throne
things like`geography texts some- fic airlifts Eichelberger has cov- the layman but to one of his war- ceeded
proposals of government medicine have met With the formal opposimple as that!
times had a way of getting their ered on the ground. It is repeti- riors or to the war book collector on the death of his father, Osoh
sition of 15 state legislatures, and the amazing total of 10,000 na•You can'clip these pictures from the paper, thus
car II.
they lasted tious with all other books on the it is a must.
but
cracked,
backs
treasured
tional, state and local organizations. Among these are the General
a memento of childhood which will become a children.
There are more than 50 known
strugpresently
Eichelberger,
the
amazingly.
inithe
frustrations,
subject,
Federation of Women's Clubs, the American Legion, the Veterans
Nike and memory mooed for both you and your
Maybe it was the inheriting of tial reverses, the subsequent ob- gling to regain his health, was, as species of fuschia, mostly natives
of Foreign Wars, the American Bar Association, and the American
per
of
America.
tropical
soldier.
a
soldier's
was
Bradley,
and
war
of
of
material
Below, Is the thee and place to have
books along with old clothes that staining
Farm Bureau Federation.
There are more Chinese in MaHe constantly addressed his solstictnrea Sakes wittiest coal
To say that organizations of this character are inspired by made a new book so amazing to the inevitable, though costly vicdiers as "lads" and his was the laya than Malayans, 2,615,000
the selfish considerations of a few people is to say the ridiculous. me when I was a child. Unlike tory.
kindly demeanor that urges fight- compared to 2,234,000.
of
collector
war
books
To
the
not
did
I
boys,
bad
the
of
many
and
They represent millions of individuals, of all political faiths,
Craftsmen have been making
men on to triumph in the face
ing
valuable
it
a
will
to
addition
be
or
books
my
of
edges
the
roll
of all the economic levels. They agree on the issue of government
of seeming disaster. One reading American crystal glass by hand
medicine for one reason — their belief that it would reduce the write all over them. For some a library, otherwise it will probhis book will illustrate why. for more than three centuries.
quality of medical care, that it would place a tremendous and un- reason, acquired at home or at ably have no interest at this late of
necessary burden on the taxpayers, and that the growth of our es- school, I looked upon the mutitablished system of medical care, along with the many voluntary lation of a book much es I would
insurance plans, offers the best available solution to our health have regarded the mutilation of
a person. A book with leaves torn
problems.
Those who would socialize, or otherwise regiment the prac- out or covered with unnecessary
tice of medicine, work on the theory if a roof leaks, the solu- writing looked like men of .the
tion is to burn down the house. That there are gaps in our medi- Civil War, whe had left an arm or
cal care system goes without saying — and doctors are among the a leg or an eye at Shiloh or
first to realize this, and to take measures to close them. In re- Vicksburg or Gettysburg. Slates
cent years, enormous progress has been made. The future will bring and tablets were the proper
greater progress still — if the nand of the politician can be kept places on which to write; the
off the back of the doctor. — (The Carrollton-News Democrat) more frivolous things should be
written on a slate, for that would
not waste paper; lessons or, ocKentucky On The March
Moro thee 500,000 Oldsmeille °weirs tin it
casionally, notes could be entrusted to paper. But to tear off
all the Power, Smoothens, Quietens sei Ern
a corner or a flyleaf and use it
for a paper wad seemed positive(By Ewing Galloway)
if this Fusses High-Compressloe Euglill
Oliver Kelly, whose Lebanon Enterprise is a bang-up weekly ly brutal. This love for a new
newspaper, gets a big kick out of his job but says it Isiqeps h,is per- book made any new book, useful
or otherwise a sort of sacred
sonal nose to the grindstone six long days every week.
"I want to find out from some Kentucky weekly editors how thing. A new book smelled good,
they find time to get away from their offices. I haven't had more it was crisp and fresh-looking, it
might have in it something very
than a two-day vacation in 'four years."
Mr. Kelly may think his story is unusual, but in a broad sense Interesting.
It is a mistake to imagine that
it is not. Many a business man with a small enterprise all his own
does 72 hours a week from five to ten years without a regular vaca- a book's one value is its contents.
tion. That is one of the prices one pays for independence in later Hundreds of books have been
years. In the first thirteen years of my business the nearest I came bought for their looks, as any
to a vacation was two weekends in Washington, leaving New York book collector can tell. Think of
Friday night and returning Sunday night. Nor is it unusual for all the imposing sets of books that
men to stay behind figurative prison bars when the door is not people have bought betause they
would look important or learned
locked. They under-estimate their subordinates.
When Leigh Harris bought the old Henderson Journal forty in a bookcase in an office or a
years ago the going was so tough he had to work about 14 hours a study. I have seen tons of such
day, and Mrs. Harris was office manager, bookkeeper, reporter, bill books that had never been opened, as good when they were put
collector and housekeeper.
Speaking of man-and-wife team-work with newspapers, I up for sale after -the death of the
know four more instances that have been highly successful. Mr. owner as they had been when
and Mrs. George M. Wilson, of Irvington, run the Herald and are they were uncrated long ago by
always up to their necks in community work on the side. Murray a proud man who knew that he
fe94
Ofikeiriado
K. Rogers did a two-tyear stretch in the Army in World War II, and now had a library.
apaleeefEweneraesOwe%
Any "Rocket" Oidessobile owner can tell you! Forsevety "Rocket"
Probably plain poverty has
Mrs. Rogers just up from a McCracken county farm, ran the Paduoldamobile owns. knows There's•inentetk &Ames between the
cah Press and the Smithland Leader all by her lonesome. Both of prevented my own investing in
the Rogerses are tireless newspaper folk. And there are Mr. and such good-looking but seldommRecket's" mieralseet kiefi.eansproslen perforsonee and ordinary
Mrs. Charles E. Adams of the Gallatin News at Warsaw. They get used decorations of a study or
*being. The "Rocket's"sawn wasotIneseal The "Rocket's" mooed.
have
does
A
not
an
book
office.
all
practically
in
and
comparticipate
newspaper
a
weekly
out good
nandayi Naked The "Rothetes" old pm satiny!Conte in today
Li
1111
OLDS Mg
munity Xffairs, as do Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Gangs= of the Anderson to be big or imposing-looking,
however, to be loved for its ap0.1.4 SOW"Vgia
I a tiwyonr &Aber "Iblialtat*rids be the brilliant Oldsmobile"WI
News, and the J. Lamarr Bradleys of the'Providence Enterprise.
pearance. When I opened my copy
Charley Drew, business manager of the Nicholasville News and
the weekly Lexington News, asks for the column for both papers. of Thoreau's WALDEN on my
6111 YOUR NIARIST 01.0 111101111.11 DRAM
"Mn! what about the Galloway 'map' to use with the column?" he seventeenth birthday. It could not
have been more impressive if it
says. Drew would like to get my stuff in mat form.
had been bound with plates of
"Mats would make everything a lot cozier, don'tcha think? Just
solid gold.
think of the composition we would save?"
I had reed read extracts from
W. Market St.
,Yes. Charley, that would be mighty handy, but it would cost
Phone 3305
WALDEN in some school books:
me a lotta jack, and I ain't no millionaire.
"KNOW YOUR AUTONOSILII ANC MICE DIALIII"• NATIONAL AUTOMOSIII *SALM ASSOCIATION
in
whole
volume
held
I
the
now
—(Syndicated by The Union County Advocate)
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ews From The Past

News representing lives, hopes. dreams and
amoitions of those
made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
recorded
nowhere
but
in
years ago
the yellowed files of TwiceWeek Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
ture. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton
regers,shortLY after the turn of the century. wrote them.
August 20, 1929. Mr. and Mrs.
arch 15, 1929. Mrs. Allen Rice
Allen, Jr., of Providence are Fred Taylor, Mr.
and Mrs. J. D.
iconic guests at the home of
Stephens, Mr. and Mrs. M. E.
G.
Harrington
B.
Mrs.
on
and
,
Goodwin went to Fairview Sunth Harrison street.
day to see the Jeff Davis monu• • e
ment.
Mrs.
1929.
R.
B.
Ratune 4,
• • •
and daughter were most welOctober
11,
1929. Miss Anna
e guests recently at the home
Bell Morgan of St. Louis Is spendrs. Ratliff's parents, Mrs. J. F.
ing her two weeks vacation with
combe, at Providence.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
19297 Mrs. Dique Eld- Morgan.
une 11, '
has gone to St. Joseph's Is• • •
Canada, where she will
October 15, 1929. Mrs. Mettle
d the remainder of the sum- Miller Downing has returned
from a two weeks visit to Mr. and
.

WARM iillORNING
HEATER
in your home means a

WARM MORNING
every day, all day!

STUDENT YOUTH REVIVAL
The Baptist Student Union at
Murray State college has completed plans for a "Youth Revival" at the center Oct. 30 to Nov.
5, with the Rev. A. B. Colvin,
pastor of the Souttuside Baptist
Church, Covington, Ky., as the
evangelist, it was announced.
Margaret Grisham, Princeton,
is the second vice-president of
the union and Ruth Lane of Sturgis is president.

October 18, 1929. M. P. Brown
and Arthur Dearing are attending
the National Dairy Show at St.
Louis this week.
• • •

ORE

TUNNEL TRAP: North Korean troops, trapped in this tunnel
near Sohung, refused to surrender so First Cavalry troops brought
up this 75mm recoiless rifle and tried to blast them out. North
Koreans replied with hand grenades. (AP Wirephoto)

U. S. Taxpayers
Help Italy Meet
Land Problems

December 27, 1929. Miss Pamela Gordon and aunt, Miss Hattie
Young, have gone to Dyer, Tenn.,
for a visit to Mrs. J. R. Davidson,
formerly Miss Mollie Young and
other relatives. Miss Pamelia
(By George Palmer)
will return after the holidays and
Santa Severina, Italy — This
Miss Hattie will spend the win- is a story about Paolo Di Fazio,
ter with her sister.
a 42-year-old, stoop-shouldered
peasant—and what happened to
The National Geographic So- him in his little hilltop village.
ciety says the average non-ChrisAll his life, Paolo had lived in
tian Korean believes in a mix- poverty-striken Santa Severina
ture of spirit worship, Bud- on the eastern fringe of the great
dhism and Confucianism.
Sila plateau on the toe of the
PHONE 2751
The U. S. Navy uses many luffa Italian boot. For a quarter of a
gourd sponges as filters in steam- century he struggled to keep alive
by farming bits of other people's
ship water lines.
land.
His income from his labors was
below average and the average
income of the peasants in Southern Italy is $133 a year. Paolo
married, became the father of two
There was no hope of his
ever having enough money to acquire land of his own.
But on a sunny Sunday morning late in September a great
throng gathered in the unpaved
village square of Santa Severina.
Flags and banners waved from
All persons interested are hereby invited to submit bids as
every house top. Bishop Raimonkeeper of the Caldwell County Farm for the calendar year of 1951.
di came up from Crotone, a little nearby seaport, to say mass
All bids should be submitted to the undersigned, not later than
and lead a procession through the
10:00 A. M. Tuesday, November 14, 1950, as same will be opened
streets. Minister of Agriculture
Antonio Segni addressed t h e
and considered by the Fiscal Court at 10:00 A.M. same date.
crowd.
Then, while the local band
played, a little girl was lifted to
a platform. She dipped her hand
COUNTY JUDGE, PRO TEM
into a wooden box and pulled out
a tiny slip of white paper. Scribbled on it was the inscription:
"Paolo Di Fazio, son of Frances-

Don't be satisfied with less. Prepare now for winter - - - buy your
heater from
PEN

Pwanals

Mrs.. Clarence McElroy in Morganfield, Ky.
• • •

November 12, 1929. Judge G. G.
Harrelson and B. M. Stone motored to Nashville Saturday and
witnessed the Vanderbilt-Georgia Tech football game. Grayson
Harrelson and Kermit Pidcocii,
two of Butler High's gridmen,
accompanied them.
• • •
November 19, 1929. Miss Margie Amoss spent Sunday with
friends of Louisville, who were
sojourning at Dawson Springs.
• • •
December 17, 1929. Mr. and
Mrs. L. B. Loyd and Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Hammond of Hazelthirst, were among those from
that neighborhood who were
shopping in town Saturday.
• • •
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Paolo pushed his way through
the crowd. He mounted the platform and learned how his luck
has turned. He was the first Italian peasant to receive a plot of
land of his own under Premier
Alcide De Gasperi's big agrarian
reform program. And supporting
this program are many millions
of dollars of the American taxpayer's money.
If the government program is
carried through as planned all
over Italy, an estimated 3,700,000
acres of privately-owned and
public lands will be parcelled out
to some 400,000 landless peasants.
About $475,000,000 in Marshall
Plan money has been set aside for
agricultural development in Italy.
The over all program includes
land reclamation, land improvement, irrigation and road and
bridge construction projects. Although the land reform plan is
part of the over all program, RCA
officials say it is not yet possible
to estimate how much American

money will be used soley for expropriation of land.
The broad agricultural program
is an attempt to solve the country's age-old twin problems of
improper land distribution and
backward farming.
The goal of the land reform
plan is to wipe out a medieval
landholding system which for
generations has bound Italian
peasants to land they could never
own. Statistics show that less
than one per cent of the nation's
77,000 private landowners hold
more than 42 per cent of all the
land. Under the reform plan,
one-tenth of the entire farming
area will be carved up and redistributed in small shares.
Paolo Di Fazio was the first to
benefit from the government's
campaign to parcel out the acreage of thousands of old estates.
By mid-October every one of
Santa Severina's 400 destitute
families was to have received land
of their own on which to farm.
They will buy the land with
annual payments over a 30-year
period. It is estimated the yearly payments will equal the
amount in rent the Peasants
would pay for the right to farm
someone else's land. The big difference of course, is that for their
cash outlay this time, the peasants will become owners of their
own soil.
The government has drafted
the parcelling-out plan so that
families with more mouths to
feed will get larger shares. Paolo,
for instance, received just under
five acres. He has been feeding
his famiy on his meager earning
as a part-time olive farmer on
another man's land. Now he has
fields of his own on which to
grow wheat, corn and other
crops.
When cabinet-member Segni
took Paolo five miles into the
rolling hill-country outside Santa
Severina that Sunday a government surveyor showed the
bronze-faced peasant wha t his
new land looked like on a map.
Then he pointed over the hills to
tiny Italian flags that marked the
boundaries of the plot.
Paolo, filled with emotion,
quickly walked away from the
Minister of Agriculture and the
crowd that had gathered to watch
the first turnover of rich man's
land to a poor, landless peasant.
He went over each of the three
sloping hills and carefully inspected every boundary marker.
In a lower field the crowd watched in silence as Paolo walked
alone over his own land for the
first time in his life.
If the government program is
carried out hundred of thousands of Italian peasants will do
the same thing during the next
few years.

Notice To The Residents Of The City
Of Princeton Regarding The
Burning of Trash IL Leaves.
No person or persons shall kindle or maintain a bonfire, or burn trash, lumber, leaves,
straw, or any other combustible material in any
street or alley, or on any premises or vacant lot,
unless burning be done in receptacle of one inch
mesh wire, or of metal. Please do not rake
leaves and trashinto the gutters and leave them
there. Failure to-comply with this ordinance will
result in the parties being fined.

HAROLD RUDD
Chief of Police.

(Last Week's News)
Miss Bonnie Jean King, a student at Bethel Woman's College,
HOpkinsville, spent the weekend
of October 13-15 with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. King of Fredonia. Miss King had as her
guests Misses Joyce Johnson and
Verna Jane Hackney of Frankfort, classmates at Bethel.
Mr. and Mrs. R. Roy Towery
and Mr. and Mrs. W. Otho Towcry were in Jackson, Tenn., where
they visited with Mrs. Raymond
Shultz, who underwent surgery
in that city.
Mrs. Major Quisenberry accompanied Mr. and Mrs. Louis
he rto Murray where
Litchfield
na tshteuy
.
visited
daughter,
dent at Murray State college, for
the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Young of
Detroit were weekend guests of
Mr. and Mrs. N. H. Talley, Sr.
Mrs. Herschel Stephens is visiting her daughter, Mrs. George
Klinker, in Kankakee, Ill.
Mrs. W. C. Williams and Mrs.
Frank Wilson were in Evansville one day last week.
Mr. Charles I. Miller is in Reidland, Ohio, on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard McKinney spent the weekend in Paducah with relatives.
Mr. andMrs. LLPt
L. a mor
spent the weekend with his
brother in Livingston county.
Mr. and Mrs. Rube McKnight
visited their son, a student at
the University of Kentucky, over
the weekend. They left for Louisville Monday where they attended a Masonic meeting the first
part of this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude B. Wood of
Linwood farm spent the weekend
in Mayfield with Mr. and Mrs. J.
Black Humphries.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson
and little daughter, Crystal, all
of Bowling Green, spent one day
last week in the city visiting relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Mitchell,
Joan and Oscar and Mrs. W. J.
Kennedy spent Friday in Paducah.
Billy McCaslin, student at
Georgetown College, spent the
weekend with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Homer McCaslin.
Mrs. Dorothy Conway, of
Rockland, Maine, is visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Carter
Oliver, on the Wilson Warehouse
road.
%/Mr. and Mrs. John E. Young
and Mr. Young's father, William
Young, left this week for Bradenton, Florida. Mr. Young will
remain at his winter home there
while Mr. and Mrs. John E. Young
are expected to return in about
two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Anderson
and daughter have moved to
Nashville where Mr. Anderson

has accepted employment.
Mrs. Bernard Hobby, Mrs.
Audie Ladd, Miss Dorothy Cash
and Herschel Hobby spent Tuesday in Louisville where they visited Miss Mary Spangler.
,
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Holsapple
and Mrs. Melvin Fralick spent
last Thursday shopping in Nashville.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Murphy,
Geff, Illinois, have betin visiting
Mr. W. B. Norman, Mrs. M. M.
Vinson and Mr. and Mrs. Urey
Vinson and family of the Good
Spring community.
Mrs. Herman Harmon,_ N e w

Albany, Ind., is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Ruel W. Cairnes
and family, West Main street.
Mrs. John Mahan and children,
Betty and Pat, Mr. and Mrs.
John M. Stephens, Mrs. J. D.
Stephens and son, George, spent
the weekend with the Colson
Abernathy family in Pulaski,
Tenn.
Mrs. Ed Johnstone and children, Bill and Ann, are spending
a week with Mr. Johnstone's parents, Mr. and Mrs. William C.
Johnstone, Lexington.
Try A Leader Classified Atli

NOTICE — TOBACCO GROWERS!
Due to changes in labor laws, we will be unable
to strip any tobacco this year.

FARMERS COOPERATIVE
LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
BROOKS LOOSE LEAF FLOOR
Madisonville, Kentucky

SEASONABLE ITEMS
FOR THE GARDENER
Imported Dutch Bulbs
TULIPS - HYACINTHS - NARCISSUS
Plant now thru December

Flower Pots
ALL SIZES - for those plants that need repotting

African Violets
SOIL - POTS
Specials
PLANT STANDS - 3 pots included
Just the thing for vines and violets
WINDOW SHELF(2 thick glass shelves ... $1.25)
Ready to hang in the window
IVY - PHILODENDRON - OTHER HOUSE PLANTS

A. H. TEMPLETON — Florist
ONE BLOCK NORTH OF BUTLER HIGH SCHOOL
MSS

PHONES

2614

EVERY DAY VALUES
Child's OXFORD

OUTING

FLANNEL
27
INCH

PLAIN OR MOCCASIN TOE

25r yd.

/
2 to 12 $1.95
Size 81
PAIR

TURKISH TOWELS

ROCKFORD
with

Guest size in white
colored borders.

Also Pastels

250

WORK SOX
250 pair

UNBLEACHED

BOY'S

SHEETING
5 yds.$1.50
Bleached Muslin

Rubber Boots
$3.95

Regular 39t quality fine bleached muslin.

Cut From Bolt

25

YARD
'

Size 1 to 6

MEN'S PLAIN TOE

WORK
SHOE $395

COMPO
SOLE

WOMEN'S AND MISSES' NEW FALL

Casual Footwear
High and low wedge heel (womb in tine quality
mede and smooth leathers. Sizes 4 to 9. Black,
brown or red.

$2.95 Pair

r!NKR.'
AIR STORE
"Where Your $ Have More C•nts"

ay.

Pa e Four

Hopkinsville Road

Fredonia News

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Leading Prospects For
1951 Kentucky Derby
To Train At Hialeah

Thum& ,October 26, IN
Pack jars to about one inch
top, and adjust lids.
Process in steam -pressure
nor at 10 pounda Pressure
degrees), 80 minutes for g
jars. Remove from canner
complete seals if lids are no
sealing. Cool jars right tile
away from drafts, Cheek for
next day and label before
ing in cool dry place.

Easy Way To Can
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ville Thursday.
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Lord Putnam, winner of three spoon in each quart jar. Then
needed on his farm. This ACP aid
Mrs. Calvin—Hibbs and son and Mrs. E. C. Harwood, Mr. Harwood "haven't decided our minds"
is available to every farmer who stakes and beaten only by Battle- pack thighs and drumsticks, with ... running out of spate .
Mr. Leslie Hibbs, all of Sturgis; an d family at Breckinridge whether it's summer or fall.
applies for it and carries out field, will train at Columbia, S. skin next tc sides of jars. In cenMr. and Mrs. William Coleman, Homes, Morganfield.
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ols attended the Western-Georgetown game in Bowling Green
Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Rice were
in Hopkinsville Saturday. They
In Technicolor
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Newcultivator
ell Smith.
Jbn Hall
Farman, - H Tractor on rubber. A-1 shape. New slat wing plow, disc,
Montez
Maria
Phone 3141
DeLaval
new
planter,
team
2-row
l
mower,
farm
rubber
new
and
tire
wagon,
Internationa
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No. 14 electric cream separator, Westinghouse 4-can milk cooler.
Lots of other tools required to operate large farm.

lop

Women's Wear

1951 ACP Program
Announced Similar
White Sulphur News To Those Of 1950

Prescriptions A
Specialty

WICARSON

Highland Kindergarten To Open

MORE and 11011ER 8;81EAT,

LOWER GAS MIS!

,AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAW

MOW
011ARAMEE

LE
SA
N
IO
CT
AU
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 2
AT 10 A. M.

SKYWAY DRIVE-IN
THEATRE

GAS HEATER

Fredonia, Kentucky

43 Head

CATTLE

43 Head

HOGS

30

Friday - Saturday, Oct. 27-28

TALL IN THE SADDLE

30

Sunday - Monday, Oct. 29-30

COBRA WOMAN

B. N. LUSBY CO.

ARMORY
FRIDAY, OCT. 27

7:30 P. M.
Madisonville,
Ky.,

"THE GOSPEL ACCORDING
TO ARITHMETIC!"

A

marvelous prophecy that proves
Christ Divine!

Hear It--See It--On the Silver Screen!

The Corner Stone of The Universe!"

CARTOON AND NOVELTY

Terms of sale:

Cash. Sale held rain or shine.
Lunch will be served.

Thursday, November 2

.SUNDAY NIGHT, OCT. 29 AT 7:00

'

WHEN WILLIE COMES Household and Kitchen Furniture
MARCHING HOME
Dan Dailey -- Corinne Calvert

WHERE IS IT?
WHAT IS IT?
• At the Planets Whirl Through Space — What
Strange Power Holds Them True To Course?
An Unforgettable Picture! Thrilling - Satisfying.

SONG OF
SCHEHERAZADE

ARMORY

MOTION PICTURES
Promptly at 7 P. M.
',keen to the "Voice of the Guiding Touch" Bmadt4ult
WFMW
Sumfays--Tuesdays--Fridays
WFMW
FM
3:30 P. N.
AM

Tuesday-Wednesday, Oct. 31 Nov. 1

wail
Two bedroom suites, living room suite, 8-piece dining room suite, 7-foot cold
to
numerous
too
things
Frigidaire, studio couch, chairs, tables, lamps, and many other
mention.

"Discovered!

FREE
Seats and
Admission

FARM MACHINERY

Harold Rey Veach-Lecturer
"He IVLaket the Bible Plain!"

In Teehnicolor

MARTIN FENEY RICE,

KELSIE 0. TUDOR

Owner

Auctioneer

Phone 22-W
Fredonia, Ky.

Phone 2535
Princeton, Ky.

Yvonne De Carlo -- Brian Donlevy
CARTOON

Inspection Invited Anytime

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON. KENTUCKY

Seeding Now
ucing Green
ds In County

Farm land Sales
Moving Up Again

Farmers Advised To
Present PMA Receipts

Farmers who have completed
their 1950 PMA practices should
present their receipts to the local
PMA office and file application
for payment at once, Willis S.
Traylor, chairman announced this
Oliver C. Allcock
l'onservation Service)
week.
Mr. Traylor said the sooner Loan Rate On Corn
„tang a few green spots
said Claude Groves, farmers comply with these regu- Announced At $1.55
in the Dulaney lations the sooner they will reThe 1950 loan rate in Caldwell
• ..operator
ceive payment.
county on corn has been anuItY
seedfirst
his
Groves made
"The pond you helped me lo- nounced at $1.55 per bushel on U.
fall of cate and establish in
No.
Kv. 31 fescue in the
1948 stays S. Grade No. 3 or better or,
4 on test weight only, Willis S.
seed from the local soil full of water", he told me, as we
Traylor, chairman of the Caldwell
•Ion district. Other seed- talked of the progress he was County Production and Marketsince that making with his conservation
made'
been
',
ing Administration, announced.
program.
Mr. Traylor stated that the
1950 price support instructions
had not been received to date but
should be received in the county
office in the near future and upon
receipt of these instructions the
county office will be in position
to begin processing corn loans on
the 1950 crop.

that in 80 of the principal livestock counties 9,665 farmers drove
herds to water, 13,174 farmers
hauled water and 8,300 others
sold stock before it was ready
for market,
Farm reservoirs properly located, built and maintained are satisfactory sources of water for
stock and often are the cheapest
source that can be provided,
Prof. Kelley said.
In the past 10 years an estimated 51,000 farm reservoirs have
been made in Kentucky. There
are some 300 customer operators
of machines for making reservoirs, digging ditches, clearing
land and grading farm roads.

Farm real estate activity is • Despite the wet season, put.
stepping . up again, after having tirig down wells and making resslowed down last year, dceording ervoirs are on the list of things
to a study made in four coun- to be done on Kentucky farms
ties by the Departme.nt of Farm this fall and winter, says a stateEconomics of the College of Ag- ment from the Agricultural Exriculture and Homo Economics, periment Station at Lexington.
Many farmers still remember
University of Kentucky. The
Despite a poor haying season,
counties were Bourbon, Davies's, dry years when they had to sell
Raymond Phelps of Caldwell
stock because ponds and springs
Shelby and Simpson.
county saved high quality hay
The number of farms sold last contained no water and they had
with his hay dryer.
of
year was about the same as in no wells. In limestone areas
G. E. Jones of Lyon county
having doubled from the state, deep wells are rare and
after
1941,
so
clover
likes fescue and Ladino
1941 to 1946 and then declined can only occasionally be drilled
By R. A. Mabry
much for his sheep and for eroat reasonable cost. Springs, small
1946 to 1949.
from
(County Agent)
90
Each goverhor general of Goa,
sion control that he sowed
streams and shallow wells freyear
this
of
half
plant
first
tobacco
the
of
"For
treating
Fall
the
acres this fall.
quently fail in dry periods, even Portuguese, India, receives
and
bought
farms
Buddy
of
by
done
number
the
beds is being
More than $700 in prizes were
in Years when the total rainfall staff of St. Francis Xavier on becompared
again,
up
community
sold started
Brown, Eddy Creek
offered by the McCreary county
is normal, noted Prof. J. B. Kel- ing installed.
and H. G. Smither, Star Route 6, 4-H Club Council at the County with the first half of 1949," says
ley, head of the station's agriculconsales
the report. "If farm
this week. Buddy is treating with Agricultural and School Fair.
WALKER HAS IT
tural engineering section.
as
tinue at about the same rate
methyl bromide gas and Smither
50 pieces Silverware
of corn
bushels
a
as
125
is
of
cited
yield
1943
A
of
year
The
is using cyanamide to sterilize
for the first half of this year the
Service for
acre on 11 acres of delta bot- volume of sales will be about 20 typical dry season. A survey
beds. Fall treating of plant beds an
?MELODY" PATTERN
in Fulton county is- re- per
showed
cent greater this year than made by county agents
is recommended as an aid in re- tomland
the farm of Raymond
$19.95
last year.
ducing the danger of wildfire by ported on
King.
the March 1 price of farm land
brush
and
grass
of
rid
getting
1-9:18
it 1:30-3:27.--5:24-7:2
Drugs & Jewelry
"Farm land prices for the first
Walker's
I t. 111111
' "We have been eating fish from
from
receipts
The annual marigold show was half of 1950 were $6 an acre low- has followed cash
Dial 3211
Princeton, Ky.
the pond too'!, he said. "It gives roots on which the bacteria lives
We Proudly Present
held by the Mitchell Homemak- er than the average for the first farm marketings, with the excepfollowing
The
the
winter.
during
me a good feeling to know there
land prices
in
changes
that
tion
county.
in
Bell
Club
ers
reto
help
will
half of 1949, in the four counties
is plenty of livestock water on suggestions
A Picture You'll Long Remember!
in cash
in storOscar Wilson of Lewis county studied. Since July 1 some in- lagged behind changes
the farm. I know what it is ha duce damage from weevil
receipts by about six months.
6,000
Mississippi
shipped to
crease in farm.land prices probrun short of livestock water in ed corn.
UNFURLS
From year to year, in good times
Clean out and around the crib, pounds of Ky. 31 fescue seed pro- ably has taken place but, appardry periods", Mr. Groves conand bad, the change", in farm
THE BANNER
farm.
land
Ofillla
farm
duced
average,
old
of
the
the
on
all
traces
ently,
removing
tinued.
prices, on the average, in
grain
reclaimed al- is not selling as high as it did a land
TO HIGH
has
all
spilled
county
including
Trigg
crop
MORE GREEN FARMS
Kentucky have followed rather
heabe
with
may
land
of
that
feed
of
acres
ago.
year
500
and
portions
most
ADVENTURE!
Lucian Ayres, instructor in the
closely the changes in cash revy machinery and equipment.
"Farm land sold, on the aver- ceipts from farm marketings, reInstitutional On The Farm Trains in or around the crib.
Treat walls and floors, paying
L. N. Bailey of Perry county age, at the highest price on rec- gardless of whether these changing Program in Caldwell county,
made the following observation particular attention to cracks and displayed several burley leaves ord in Kentucky in March, 1949. es were up or down. The princiwhile driving through some of the crevices, with a good residual which measured 36 inches long The peak price in 1949 was 40 pal difference was that the changper cent higher than in 1920, the es in land prices lagged behind
neighboring counties this fall: spray. A good spray could con- and 15 inches wide.
"There seems to be more green sist of 5 per cent by weight of
The Green Pasture Program previous peak year of record. In the changes in cash receipts by
areas in Caldwell county than in DDT, TDE, methyoxychlor, or has resulted in much greater in- spite of this 40 per cent increase about six months."
some of the adjoining counties," chlordane. Two gallons per 1000 terest in more and better pas- in land prices in 1949 over 1920
square feet, sprayed with an or- tures in Pulaski county.
for the state as a whole, farm
he said.
spray should be
garden
land prices were not as high last
dinary
are
to
Calloway
farmers
of
Harrel Broach
Caldwell county
year in some regions as they
sufficient.
nine-monthprogress
county sold three
be congratulated for the
were in 1920. This was the case,
carif
ations,
recommend
These
they are making in making and
old calves for $681.
example, in some pares of the
for
to
eliminate
help
will
out,
ried
keeping the fields green. Besides
Grant county farmers who bluegrass area.
being more profitable, a green infestation from the old crop. In seeded Ladino clover in the
"There are many factors, no
storage of the new crop, prompt
field looks better.
spring are enthusiastic over reAdded Treats!
A green field of close growing harvesting and storage will help sults, particularly where ferti- doubt, which influence the price
taxes
c
Latest News
crops such as improved pastures, to eliminate some of the moth in- lizer or lime was used according of farm land. Interest rates,
and Wind In olor
and the local demand for farm
winter cover crops, meadows and festation from the field since the to soil tests.
land are some of these factors.
woods is the most efficient way soft bodied moth is unable to
In Boyd county, C. E. Quillen However, farm land prices in
to protect the land and keep it force his way through the stored
poulblock
two
cinder
built
has
Kentucky seem to follow rather
capable of producing high and grain to lay eggs.
his flock of 5,000 closely cash receipts from farm
After the corn is stored for a try houses for
marketings. In Kentucky for the
period of 4 to 6 weeks, a general broilers and layers.
Four hundred and seventy- last 20 years, the period over
fumigation of the crib should be
we've sold many
THE FUNNIEST THING THAT EVER
Over the years, behind our counters,
boys and girls which information is available,
made. In doing this, remember eight Negro 4-H
filled thousands
we've
and
HAPPENED on the SCREEN
medicines
accepted
of
kinds
counties
. We've
that the recommended fumigants in Christian and Todd
community
this
of
people
for
ns
prol
prescriptio
of
enrolled in agricultura
We've
are all heavier than air, and as the fumigant on the skin, coth- were
progress.
medical
of
lot
a
out
measure
helped
the past year, 429 completillness into
such, will tend to escape through ing or shoes. Also remember to jects
new treatments and new drugs turn
seen
projects.
their
ing
Your
openings in the floor as well as keep all fire away from fumigahealth, despair into hope.
in the walls. It will be necessary tion area. No smoking of any
t's people!
Headquarters
This progress is more than statistles—i
to cover all cracks and crevices description should be allowed
it
want
don't
For
And the people we know
in both floor and walls by nail- while the gas is in concentration.
with!
tampered
ing or tacking heavy paper over
1000
For corn, six gallons per
bureaucracy that
all openings to prevent rapid es- bushels if any of the following
Bandits get away with
Free America has no place for a
the
Covering
between doctor
fumigant.
of
the
cape
plenty every year.
Phone 3228
are recommended: carbon tetraHopkinsville Rd.
stands between people and prcpgress,
pharmacist.
grain itself with a properly se- chloride—full strength; carbon
Make sure that you inPrinceton, Ky.
and patient, between physician and
cured tarpaulin might, in many tetrachlorida-4 parts, plus carcur no financial loss if
FREE AMERICA HAS NO PLACE FOR
cases, be sufficient.
they decide to say.
bon disulfide, 1 part; carbon tetSOCIALIZED MEDICINE!
you.
to
followthe
A word of caution;
"Stick 'em up"
rachlorida-1 part, plus 3 parts
applied
A Hold-Up & Robbery
ing fumigant should be
ethylene dichloride.
'oneer
.itA
policy through this
from outside the bin by means
The stored corn should thereagency is your protecof a bucket pump or other type fore be inspected twice a month
Marie Wilson • Walter Abe!
HURST
Phone 3404
•A,,th PAUL
tion.
of sprayer and should lbe dis- when the temperature is around
"We Deliver"
129 W. Main
umremsersamaimodasfas
tributed uniformly over the sur- or above 70 degrees F. If evidence
P1.1•• No. 8 "JAMES BROTHERS OF MISSOURI"
face of the grain. The operator of insects is found, fumigation
should avoid breathing the va- should be repeated. After the
pors and should avoid spilling first and general fumigation, one
more general fumigation should
COMPLETE INSURANCE SERviCE
profitable yields.
be necessary in the spring, if
'tures at 1:10--3:13---.5:16.--7:19-9:22
PROTECT WATERWAYS
HI Mr MArmir Sr •
is to be held on into
Robert Chambers of the Otter the corn
-.
montim
summer
the
Pond cOmTnaity. DoTfifeebTA-To
Mr. Ayres and me how a livestock
TOLD THE WAY LT
patch had damaged a sod waterHAPPENED!
way on his farm. It caused part
when
and.
where
.4-•
of the waterway to wash out and
it happened'
s..
start a gully.
saw.,
To maintain good sod in waterways the waterways need to be
CLAUDETTE
Profits!
Bigger
— for
protected from being us e d as
paths and farm roads.
livestock
feed,
CO1.0[111
A protein-rich
The livestock path down the
nourishing
filled with
Panic Knowles
waterway may be overcome by
meat scraps, fish
a temporary barbed wire
using
meal, dried buttermilk.
a light brush across the
or
fence
enriched with Vitamins
cause the livestock to
to
Path
A. D, Riboflavin, and
change their course of travel.
Vitamin B-I2, the
BUILDS GOOD POND
Animal Protein Factor.
Roy Stallins established a pond
Costs less to buy
for livestock water and fish on
... stimulates profitable
by the Fiscal
his farm in the Briarfield comegg production! Feed
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Features at
4411-Purpose

Proper Treatment Ky. Farm News
Of Plant Beds And
Stored Corn Given

TONIGHT and FRIDAY

•

Wm. M. YOUNG

of spatt
to tell yea ,

r..ted)
S VILLE

Open
'en Mon.
1:30 a.m.
N. High.
Row land
and five

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

LINDA DARNELL
JEFF CHANDLER

JOSEPH COTTEN
CORNEL WILDE

Fredonia, .Ky

SATURDAY, OCT. 28
()RES!

H. C. P'Pool Tractor
And Implement Co.

Ferguson Tractors

CORNER DRUG STORE

SUN. & MON., OCT. 29-30

A WOMAN'S TRUE STORY!

upon the ballots in subin and for each respective voting precinct, and will appear
stantially the following form:

In one terrifying
moment she realised
what she had done..
yet it was too late
to turn back ...

Interior and
Exterior

bonds to the amount of
"Shall Caldwell County, Kentucky, issue
the purpose of construcSixty Thousand Dollars ($60,000.00) for
and for said County
ing and furnishing a county public hospital in
Memorial Hospital?"
to be known as the Caldwell County War

DOORS
LIZABETH SCOTT
DAN DURYEA
4.

DON DI (ORR

•

• Ne

OLOR C A IC1110N

THUR. &

FRI., NOV. 2-3

714-9:26
Features at I :10--3:18--5:11--

DOES YOUR DOOR
sAv

WELCOME
HOW ABOUT A NEW ONE?

Of durability and beauty. Fine
materials and workmanship.
Priced as low as

Other millwork
Come See

the foregoing question,
(Nottecc-to Voters: For a vote favoring
the word "Yes" and for
place a cross (X) mark in the square below
the square below the
in
mark
similar
a
place
a negative vote,
word "No".)

County and
This notice is given pursuant to the order of the Fiscal Court of said
is dated October 5, 1950.
GLOVER J. LEWIS
Sheriff, Caldwell County, Ky.

JOHN, B. MORGAN
County Court Clerk. Caldwell County, KentaekT
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ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED
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Mr. and Mrs. Orbie Stone and
Mitchell, Miss Wilma Vandiver.
were Sunday dinner guests
son
Mr. Gary Crawford and Mr. Bobof Mr. and Mrs. Clint Gray of
Martin.
bie
Princeton
MEN'S
Rev. and Mrs. Wade CunningWEIGHT
HEAVY
were
Ray,
Dilmon
Road
Dawson
ham and son,
Bill
Mr.
Mrs.
and
guests
Nichols
UNION SUITS
Mrs. Fred
fiunday dinner
Palmer gave the major lesson on and Mrs. Joe Ethridge.
sewing at the regular meeting of
The new home of Mr. and Mrs.
the Dawson Road Homemakers 0. K. Owen is taking on new
club in the home of Mrs. Verdie shape daily.
MEN'S
Creekmur on October 19.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Chambers,
12 LB. WEIGHT
"There are many things to be of Paducah, were weekend vise.
done before actually making a itors of their parents.
UNION SUITS
Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
dress," the leaders pointed out.
CORDUROY
"First you should study the pat- and Mrs. Charlie Merrick and
terns and materials and choose sons, Calbert and L. W., were
COAT
SPORT
BOYS'
the lines best suited to your in- Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Chambers,
P'Pool,
feaMalcolm
and
Mr. and Mrs.
dividual figure, coloring
WEIGHT
WINTER
lustrous
with
h,
Ellis
Hip-lengt
Mr.
and
Lanny and Benny
tures," they said.
Handsome, long wearing and
resister-wind
shell—wa
twill
Indiana.
UNION SUITS
The business session was con- Merrick of Evansville,
and sleeve warm. Fine quality horsehide
Real value! Smart four patch tant. Quilted body
Mr. Harold P'Pool, of Morducted by Mrs. K. T. Vick. Plans
luxfull,
with
cold. cossack Jacket
pocket model in fine quality lining insulates against
were made for a Halloween par- ganfield, visited his father, Mr.
two- urious rayon lining. Zippe
corduroy sport jacket Ma- Mouton-dyed lamb collar,
ty to be held at the home of Mrs. M. P'Pool, Sunday.
Rich colors. Sizes
closing.
shirred
Elastic
BOYS'
roon, green, gray or brown. way pockets.
Mrs. Malcohn P'Pool visited
Vick on Monday Oct 30
46.
to
36
backwaist.
Thrift-priced! Reg., long.
The minor lesson was given by Mrs. Winfield Brandon and famL PANTS
OVERAL
OTHER
OTHER
Mrs. Roy Ward on the story of ily of Princeton Friday afterzed
Sanfori
by
written
,
S
Heritage"
JACKET
's
noon.
"Armenta
LEATHER
TWILL JACKETS
the Kentucky author, Jesse
NichFred
Hopper, W. B. Rogers,
Stuart.
ols, Glover Lewis, Ed Darnell
After a period of recreation and
Verdie Creelcmur.
serwere
singing, refreshments
Visitors were Miss Barbara Olived by the hostess.
ver, Mrs. Walter Hall and John
Members present were MesOwen Nichols.
dames Charles Tandy, Jack NichThe next meeting is scheduled
ols, Orman Travis, Roy Ward,
for November 16 at 1:30 p.m.,
MEN'S
Hyla Mohon, Clyde Clayton, Bill
with Mrs. Dennis Marvel as
HUGE
FLANNEL
Palmer, R. G. McClelland MarPLAID
hostess.
vin Stallins, K. T. Vick, Lemah
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HARVIST•NAIVIIR

do your handling job

BLUE GRASS
HEREFORD SHOW
!LIE —NOV. 9th

Hopson News

FOR PENNEY'S OUTDOOR CLOTHING!
BUY NOW ON LAYAWAY

WARM COMFORTABLE AND ECONOMICAL

SWEAT SHIRTS
$1.49 IL $1.69
$1.98

$1.59

$1.29

$6.90 to $10.90 $13.75 to $18.75

$1.69

PENNEY'S END OF THE MONTH
SPECIALS

WORK SHIRTS

BOYS' LONG SLEEVE
SPORT SHIRTS
$1.00
Nimmimmoloollommlima
100 LADIES
DRESSY

ng of
The low price is just the beginni
e, is
6o-gaug
your saving. Finer-textured
ent
investm
denier nylons are an all-occasion
that
because the very construction
party
makes them practical enough for
for
enough
wear also makes them practical
wear.
day-in, day-out all-around
g
It costs less to have one stockin
1
$
how
sec
n—and
for every occasio
beautiful this one is.

Long wearing, heavyweight
corduroy for young men and
Separate waistband,
me n.
with slide fastener fly, cuffed
bottoms. Gray, brown, navy.
28-42 waist, 31-34 inseam.

81 x 99
UNHEMMED
UNBLEACHED

Nohow of all models Wade:
IhM411

SHEETS

drwareinelasithin

•/aldr.-ow« elewing
•Illgglaype•a•sbalihar miaow
•gem& wieder,0~
toldog easy... vAtedwor you've
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folding
•
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One.214

$1.63
THAT IS RIGHT

a 3%.tot so show poo the tomplio

Wood's Drug Store
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Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. BEATING THE
9:45 a. in. Sunday School
NORM
Young People's Service 8:00
10:50 a. in. Morning Service
Denver — .(AP)
This
p.m.
Union
Training
p.m.
6:15
other way of
FIRST CHRISTIAN
beating I
Evangelistic Service 7 p. m.
7:30 p. m. Evening Worship
A Wheat
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
prayer
Wednesday evening
Ridge, Colo., I
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
won a $5,750
Services:
service 7:00 p.m.
7:90 p. m.
damage suit al
Church School at 9:45 a. m.
trict court against
the kiiie
Worship Service at 11:00 a. m. ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC,
CEDAR BLUFF• BAPTIST
Kennel club, which
CYF meets at 8:00 p. m. each PRINCETON
opetiti
Rev. H. C. Knight, pastor.
greyhound racing
Sunday.
CHURCH Cur THE IMMACUplant just
Preaching services every secof
Evening Worship at 7:30.
Denver.
LATE CONCEPTION, EARL- ond and fourth Sunday at 11 a.m.
Choir Rehearsal each Wednes- INGTON
The man
and 7 p. m.
contended he
day at 7:00 p. m.
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Prayer meeting every Thurs- ejected from the
track wi
_Moss at 8 o'clock.
cause and his wife
day night at 7 p. m.
CENTRAti PRESBYTERIAN
Second and fourth Sundays, Sunday school every Sunday was pushed down a insisted
Rev. Floyd Loperfido, pastor
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock. morning at 9:45 a. m.
ment steps. Officers flight ej
SUNDAY
testified
man parked his
Mass at 10 o'clock.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
automobile
CUMBERLAND
restricted zone and
became 4,1
10:45 a.m. Morning Service
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOS- PRESBYTERIAN
erent When he v,•aq
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
PITAL CHAPEL
W. H. Tallent, minister
move it.
WEDNESDAY
First, third and fifth Sundays,
Sunday School, 9:45 a. m.
7:00 p.m. Mid-Week Service Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
8:15 p.m. Choir Practice
Second and fourth Sundays,
Youth Fellowship, 6 is. M.
Mass at 8 o'clock.
Evening Worship, 7:30 p. in.
OGDEN METHOD/ST
Prayer meeting every Wednes- Quick
\Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
Amazing Ret
Rev. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
Rev. William Borntraeger is day at 7:45 p. m., followed by
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
For Your Stomach
pastor and the Rev. Richard choir rehearsal.
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock Clements is assistant pastor.
The HARVEY sTomA
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
LEBANON BAPTIST CHURCH
TREATMENT
goes
o'clock
FAIRVIEW
Travis
Terrell,
6
(Rev.
BAPTIST
pastor)
Services every second Saturday than most stomach treatrr—
(Rev. Reed Woodall, pestor)
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
on the market today.
Sunday School every Sunday night, at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
made up of four different :
afternoon at 2:30.
o'clock
at 11 a. m.
Preaching every second and
Sunday School at 10 a.m. and icines. One of the rn],
FIRST BAPTIST
fourth Sunday afternoons at services on fourth Sunday at 11 gredients is bellad
We guarantee this
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor
2:30.
a. m. and 7:80 p. in.
medicine to relieve ulcer
meeting
every
Prayer
Saturcerning the immunization proand that acid, gassy, b,.
DONALDSON BAPTIST
gram in your county, consult the day at 7:30 p. m.
nervous and lack of pep
Rev. W. B. Ladd, Pastor
Caldwell County Health Unit. NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
ing. Compare its price w.
Sunday School, 10 a. m.
Copies of the recently revis
Rev, Irvine L. Parrett is pastor.
other stomach preparations.
Morning Worship, 11 a. m.
pamphlet on "The Prevention and
Radio Service, Sunday at 7:30
Start this treatment today
Evening Worship, 7:45 p. m.
Control of Communicable Dis- a. m.
there is no need to suffer,
(Second-Fourt
h
Sundays)
eases" are now available through
Sunday School-9:45 a. m.
your druggist for Raney
Prayer
meeting,
Wed.,
7:45
p.m.
your county health unit,
Training Union-6 p. m.
lets. SOLD ONLY AT
FREDONIA PENTICOSTAL
The Caldwell County Health
Evening Worship-7 p. m.
WOOD DRUG 5T01.1
Unit is conducting an immunizing
Rev,
Opal
Miller,
pastor
Evening Worship-7:45 p. m.
PRINCETON,II.
Sunday
campaign against communicable
School
10
a.m.
Hour of Prayer—Wednesday,
diseases with Miss Virginia Belt, 7 p. m.
health nurse, visiting all schools
in the county, giving immunizing PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
"shots" to all pupils. The co-operation of all concerned is greatly Mrs. Maude Turner, pastor.
appreciated.
Sunday School 9:45 am.•

At The Churches

ins opposition to some of Nehru's policies. Among his strong
critics is none other than Dr. Tendon, president-elect of the Congress Party. Tendon has maintained that Nehru should take a
more militant stand on India's
differences with neighboring
Pakistan.
NEHRU'S POLITICAL STATURE
Still, while it is important that
this opposition shouldn't be overlooked, the fact remains that
thus far Nehru is in the saddle.
In this connection it is worth
mention that as Nehru emerged
from the meeting which endorsed
his policies he was accorded an
cation by crowds waiting to
glimpee the man who has devoted
his life to working for their freedom.
The western world got one of
its earliest glimpses of Nehru's international stature back in January of 1949. That was when he
called a 20-nation Asian conferRE C : :o.y =merman calmence at New Delhi to try to set- ly munches a pretzel while he waits for his leg to be freed from
tle the Dutch-Indonesian imbrog- water pipe in which it became stuck while he was playing near
lio. Actually this conference was his home in Syracuse, N. Y. Workers dug below the two-year-old
aimed at "elimination of colon- youngster's foot. broke off the pipe and freed him after about 45
ialism" from Asia.
minutes. Bobby's mother, a policeman and neighbors kept him
. Last July Nehru made an ‘effort happy while the job was performed.(AP Wirephoto)
to end the Korean war by offering his services as mediator be- the Peiping government claims as
tween Russia and the United part of China. In this instance
States. That was, of course, a Nehru was playing the part of
big brother to the small state.
hopeless venture.
Then in August the prime min- SEEKS PAKISTAN
ister made representations to the FRIENDSHIP
More recently Nehru made a
Chinese Communist regime in
hope of preserving the political fresh move to try to settle the dig
independence of little Tibet which putes between India and her sisBy Dr. W. L. Cash
.
ter state of Pakistan. This in(County Health Officer)
cluded a renewal of his original
Diphtheria, a communicable
proposal for a non-aggression
disease that is commonest in
pact.
The 61-year-old Nehru is one of colder months, is still a problem
the outstanding personalities of in Kentucky. During 1949 a total
his time. He presents the anomaly of 303 cases were reported in
of being at once a man of the Kentucky; a far cry from the days
people and an aristocrat of aris- of diphtheria epidemics, but still
tocrats. He is a Kashmiri Bram- a matter for concern.
It should be remembered that
hin, which is the highest and
proudest caste of Hinduism. He epidemics often result from negwas born into wealth and is a ligence, and some parents have
man of great culture and wide tended to become careless about
getting their children immunized.
education.
Many physicians recommend a
Despite his background of affluence he has devoted his life triple vaccine which immunizes
to working for the independence against whooping cough and tetaof his people. He spent long nus, as well as diphtheria. Your
terms in prison for his political own family physician may have
activities under British rule. And an alternate plan. The important
the people as a whole recognize thing is that children should be
all this, although at times he en- immunized.
Statistics show that two-thirds
counters hostility. Not since the
assassination of the saintly Gand- or more diphtheria cases occur in
children under ten. The time
schedule for giving diphtheria
toxoid skill depend upon whether
FIRE
the triple antigen or other is used.
INSURANCE
Regardless, it should be completed within the first nine months of
life, with booster shots spaced as
CALL E210
advised by the physician.
MARK CUNNINGHAM. Agt
Since diphtheria may cause
Complete trap,ance Service
CLERK
death or lead to serious after efIII W. Market St.
fects, such as permanent injury
to the heart, nerves or kidneys,
the need for early immunization
cannot be over-emphasized.
F o r further information con-

(BY Dewitt Mackenzie)
The increasingly important part
Which India is playing in Far
Eastern affairs under guidance of
Prime Minister Nehru mark him
a.s one of the great new figures of
our time.
Indeed, many observers believe that, either by circumstance
or design, Nehru has been heading
for leadership of Asia. Since such
leadership must depend on his
strength at home, it is of more
than pass-interest that the high
command of the ruling Congress
Party has just given sweeping
endorsement to the Prime MM
ister's policies, both domestic
and foreign.
The picture wouldn't be complete, however, if we didn't also
note that there has been a grow-

MEMORIALS
• GOOD QUALITY
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
*GOOD VALUE

Immunization Is
Urged To Prevent
Spread Of Disease

• IN GOOD TASTE

NOTICE

How To Get

Dead Stock
WANTED

C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency

CITY TAXPAYERS

City taxes are now due. If
unpaid after Nov. 1 they will be
subject to 10% penalty plus 6%

The Kentucky Renderiny Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge

Associates
Russell Woodall

Sig Baker

Roberts Wheeler

Over 40 Years We Have Stayed and Pnid
C.. A. Woodall

Virgil Smith
OFFICES

Princeton
Tel. 2441

Fredonia
Tel. 9
Established 1907

interest until paid.

and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
Marion
We pay all phone charges.
Phone 3698
Princeton, Ky.

GARLAND QUISENBERRY
CITY

to buy rural telephone service today
than it did 10 years ago...

If you paid ydur telephone bill
with corn, residence telephone
service would cost you less today
than it did in 1940. In spite of
the moderate increase in telephone rates, the average charge for a month's
residence telephone service in Kentucky would
now amount to only 2/
1
2 bushels of corn as
compared with 31
/
2 bushels in 1940.
Compare telephone service also with wages
and the cost of living. In the past ten years,
hourly wages in manufacturing plants have
gone up 118% and the over-all cost of living
has gone up 72% while, in this same period,
residence telephone rates in Kentucky have
advanced on the average only 46%.
In other words the price you pay for
telephone service has gone up far less
than the price of corn, far less than wages
and family income and far less than most
commodities and services you buy every
day.
Meanwhile, the amount of telephone servie.
available at your local service rate has increased
immensely. Today throughout most of Kentucky you can call and be called from about
twice as many telephones at your local service
rate as you could ten years ago.
Yes, telephone service is today a bigger bargain and a smaller item in the family budget
than it was ten years ago.

j If

hi has there been another who
could evoke such adoration from
the masses as does Nehru—the
little Mahatma's faithful disciple
and "political heir."
Nehru is a Socialist. In days not
so long past he found some virtue in Communism. However, he
recently made a rpeech in Burma in which he charged that Indian Communists were attempting to. "destroy our country and
°Or younger generation."
HEADS A POWERFUL NATION
Nehru's strength in internatipnal affairs of course doesn't rest
entirely in his own personality.
lie is the head of a nation of
300.000,000 people. That nation
ranks among the eight leading
industrial countries of the world
and is, so to speak, just getting
under way.
I have spent close to a year, all
told, in India studying the country and its people. It is a land
which represents some extreme
wealth and much extreme poverty. The greatest problem is to
raise the standard of Irving for
the untold millions who never
have known anything but hunger.
However, my observation is
that, rich or poor, the mentality
of the Indian is high. There
would seem to be no limit to
the heights which the country
can scale, given time.

Keach's in Hopkinsville
FOR COMPLETE
HOME FURNISHINGS

say Mr. and Mrs. Franklin J. EnIght
Oak Park, Michigan

Come in...see why you could pay $1,000 more
and still not get all the extra-room, ease of
handling and farnous dependability of Dodge/
way to spend 5 minutes than by
W saving $1,0001 Yes, just 5 minutes is all it takes
for us to show you why Dodge owners say you could
pay $1,000 more for a car and still not get all that
the new bigger value Dodge gives youl
We'll show you roominess inside—head room and hat
room too, leg room, shoulder room—that cars costing
hundreds of dollars more can't match.
Well let you sample handling ease, the start-andstop smopthness of Fluid Drive that youll want to
make your own "for keeps.
You'll team about famous Dodge ruggedness and
dependability that saves you money year after year.
Before you decide on any cat, come In? See how
you'll be miles and dollars ahead by buying now.
Don't wait, spend 5 minutes with us—save 11,0C3I
WTIIAT BETITA

,e *votes Oreeest
Kentucky Manager

DODGE

'AND TILIORAPH COMPANY

"KEACH'S HAS IT"

S. JEFFERSON

PHONE 3075

October 26, 1950
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YOURSELF
SAVE
You CAN
MONEY
COUNTY
AND THIS
THE
FOR
"YES"
OTING
HOSPITAL
ISSUE
OND
TUESDAY, NOV. 7
imo

mortnew hospital it was necessary to
our
of
construction
complete
To
purpose of the Bond Issue is to pay
The
$60,000.
for
hospital
gage the
off this mortgage!
SAVE YOU MONEY!
THE BOND ISSUE WILL
annually—from
to pay this debt—$5,000
Caldwell County is now obligated
increase
the County will either have to
means
This
Fund.
General
the
you
have that much less money to provide
your General Fund Tax or will
for the
to your advantage to vote "YES"
with other services. So — it is
Bond Issue!
MONEY!
IT WILL SAVE THE COUNTY
debt.
on the $60,000 mortgage
interest
%
/
1
2
3
paying
now
guaranThe County is
lower rate on the Bond Issue —
much
a
obtain
to
able
the
They will be
mean a saving of $8,000 to
will
This
3-4%.
2
over
not
teed to be
Taxpayer)!
County(and to you, Mr.
INCREASE YOUR TAXES!
AND — IT WILL NOT
issue has been paid,
original
the
until
mature
Since these bonds will not
Sinking Fund Tax of .08c
Hospital
The
taxes.
your
they WILL NOT increase
sufficient to take care of them!
be
will
paying
you are now

Hospital
Bond Issue
LOOK
FOR THIS
QUESTION
ON THE TOP
RIGHT HAND
SIDE OF
YOUR
BALLOT

"Shall Caldwell County, Kentucky,
issue bonds to the amount of Sixty
Thousand Dollars ($60,000.00) for
the purpose of constructing and furnishing a county public hospital in
and for said County to be known as
the Caldwell County War Memorial
Hospital?"

YES

I

X

I

NO

AND THE NEW HOSPITAL BY
COUNTY
WELL
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THE
THIS AD PUBLISHED IN
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OF
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PRINCETON TIRE &
THEATRE
RECAPPING CO.
CAPITOL
Agency
INS.,
SEARS ORDER OFFICE
C. A.WOODALL
PRINCETON CREAMERY
PRINCETON STEAM LAUNDRY
ASSOC. STORE
WESTERN AUTO
RUSSELL'S JEWELRY
CO.
ELECTRIC
McCONNELL
TRACTOR & IMPL CO.
P'POOL
C.
H.

WILLIAMSON DRUG STORE
MORGAN'S
STORE
BILL'S AUTO ASSOCIATE STORE BEN FRANKLIN
MITCHELL BROS. PLUMBING
WOOD DRUG STORE
& HEATING
ROWLAND MOTOR CO.
STEGER LUMBER CO.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ROBINSON IMPL. & MOTOR CO.
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Farmers To Name Land Productivity Fredonia School
PMA Delegates Can Be Increased To Hold Carnival
By Crop Rotation
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To Instruct Leader
V Hall
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Council Chambers
Miss Dorothy
Wind" car, heater., Strohg's
October 9 1950.
WHEN YOU NEED heir tonic or
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sion specialist in
Texaco Service, cornea Main & PROPOSED ANNEXATION TO
shampoo for home use try
clod*
THE CITY OF PRINCETON
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"Pete" Russell, certified watchThis Publication By
"Individualizing your
maker. 203 N. Harrison St.
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Section I. It is deemed desir- Lillian Pruett, chief clerk of the
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the corn belt in the Mississippi 'dake walk, ball-throwing, for- representing the 12
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone
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for repairing your "South
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which the publishers of this
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community committeemen and unfavorable conditions
can be reSection II. Immediately upon
the first time in several years.
do not have to be subscribers,
the effective date hereof the City delegates are to be elected from tarded by the practical means of
To assure the latest and best nor even readers of this news- FIELD SEED: Crimson Clover, Clerk is hereby authorized and a slate with the names of all eli- rotation.
Vetch, Timothy, Ladino Clover,
reproduction picture—they must paper to take advantage of this
directed to publish a copy of this gible members in the county listWell limed and fertilized closeBalbo Rye, Red Top, Blue ordinance in 3 consecutive is- ed instead • of electing officials
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Robinson Implement & Motor the City.
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Section III. This ordinance receiving the highest number of months in rotation with tilled or
PURE LARD, 50 lb. can $6.99 lb.
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Phone
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16-3tc
15c
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takes effect from and after its votes for a given position shall be row crops will aid in the control
passage, approval and publica- declared elected under this plan."
obtain a limited number by arMEAL,
lb.
bag
25
of erosion. When turned under
$1.05
FOR RENT: 172-acre farm near tion.
rangement with the studio repshe continued.
Let No Grave
they add organic matter and imFairview in Lyon county lo- CLIFTON HOLLOWELL, Mayor.
MEAL, 10 lb. bag
county
resentative when they select the
the
farmer
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Each
in
45c
QUISENBERRY,
prove the tilth of the soil. A good
Be Unmarked pose they want printed in the cated 2-3 mile off highway. GARLAND
Clerk, by M. C.
15-3tc be notified by letter as soon as rotation usually includes legumes
MEAL, 5 lb. bag
Will rent for money or share
.
25c
paper. It is entirely up to them
all rules and regulations of the and legume-grass
Enduring Quality Memorials
crop. See Mr. and Mrs. Pete
mixtures.
BROWN
DEEP
LIBBY'S
can
BEANS,
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election are received in the counORDINANCE
Moderate Prices
.
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Prowell, Crider.
rainfall, a
16-3te
tures of all the youngsters an
Princeton, Kentucky ty office, Mrs. Pruett concluded. winter cover uses the plant nutriDial 2640
Write or Visit
selfrising,
FLOUR,
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or
25
lb.
bag
$1.35
the more the better. So Mother MALE HELP WANTED: Man
City Hall
ents dissolved in the soil water
Council Chambers House Improved In
and Fathers of the corkununity i
LIBBY'S ORANGE JUICE, 46 oz. can
with car wanted for route work.
and so prevents their loss through
ALLEN
31c
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9, 1950.
which this p a per circulate
$15 to $20 in a day. No experi- PROPOSED ANNEXATION TO Farm, Home Program
deep
percolation.
Crop
rotation,
SUGAR
Monumental Works
JOWLS,
CURED
lb.
should remember the day, Mon.
29c
THE CITY OF PRINCETON
ence or capital required. SteaAfter living for 17 years in a in effect, renews the soil for each
Dawson Road at Center St.
day, Nov. 6, at the Princeton Ho
AN ORDINANCE PROPOSING house with the kitchen in the succeeding crop. Where
dy. Write today. Mr. Sharp, 120
MI CHOICE OLEO, 1 'i -lb. sticks,
rotations
Princeton, Ky.
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THE
tel and not fail to bring their
CITY
OF
East Clark Street, Freeport, Il- PRINCETON
A CERTAIN basement and the bedroom on have been established, their valchildren to the photographer.
colored, lb.
linois. 25c
16-2tc TRACT OF LAND IN THE third floor, Mr. and Mrs. H. L. ue in conserving soil and mainCOUNTY OF CALDWELL TO Middleton of Ballard county have taining yields has been abundCIGARETTES,
all
popular
brands,
crt
$1.67
HALLOWEEN PARTY: Lewis- THE SOUTH OF AND ADJAC- added a dining room, bedroom, antly proved.
TO THE PRESENT SOUTHtown school on Saturday night, ENT
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE, lb. can
87c
ERN BOUNDARY LINE OF THE bath and kitchen to the living
Oct. 28. Games and refresh- CITY OF PRINCETON, AND TO room on the ground floor. The Caldwell Among First
TRIPLE
R.
COFFEE,
bag
lb.
.
WE WAVE /40 4/FS"
59c
ments. Sponsored by the P.T.A. EXTEND THE BOUNDARY new floor plan was made with
Complete Farm Check
Everyone invited .
16-2tc LINE OF THE CITY OF the help of Miss Ida C. Hagman; To
BREAK O'MORN COFFEE, lb. . .
.OR "Me.
72c
OR 44NDS
PRINCETON SO AS TO INCaldwell county was one of the
management
home
specialist
at
CLUDE
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first
28
of
the
120
counties
in
FOR RENT: House on Varmint
SARDINES,
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tall
2
for
25t
WE GELL FRESH
College
Agriculture
the
of
and
Be it ordained by the City
Kentucky to complete the tobacTrace street. William G. Pick- Council
of the City of Princeton: Home Economics, University of
COAL OIL, gallon
co performance check, with only
16c
ering, phone 3660 or 3492. 16-tic
EATS;
Section I. It is deemed desir- Kentucky.
a few cases in the county remainable and it is hereby proposed
Features of the new step-saving ing
C14010E, TENDER
FOR SALE: No. 2 fescue seed at to annex to the City of Princeton
to be cleared if the farmer
Collins-Shrewsbury farm. Call by extending the boundary of kitchen are the convenient ar- requests it it was announced
this
CUTS
the
City
to
rangement
refrigerator,
of
include
cabisame,
that
3119.
17-1tc
•
certain tract of land which is nets, double 'compartment sink week.
A report of October 6 showed
FOR SALE: 4 room house, with now embraced within the Coun- and electric range in a L-shape,
ty of Caldwell and adjacent to
performance checked for 1950 on
bath, gas heaters, and automa- the
the
dining
center
in front of a
present City boundary
tic water heater. Lot 50 x 180 described as follows, to-wit: line window and a rest center with 142,670 of the total of 186,053
farms in the state.
feet. Reasonably priced. 217
Beginning at ft- point in the rocking chair and ardio.
The Caldwell county PMA
Center street, or call 2304. center line of South Seminary
The recessed space of unused
17-1tp Street where Old City Limit line double doors in the living room committee in charge of the work
SUPER LOW PRICES
crosses same; thence with center
included Willis Traylor, Everett
FOR SALE: Used cars. If you line of Street S-25-W 1100 feet was equipped with bookshelves. B. Creasey and E. W. Lamb, with
Phone 2611
Shepardson
211
St.
W.
to
thence S-67-E 596 feet Painted white like the woodwork,
FLOUR, 25 lb. bag, plain or selfrising
don't know your car then know to aa stone;
. $1.35
stone in west line of South this has become one of the most Mrs. Clifton Pruett in charge of
your dealer. Ours are guaran- Jefferson Street; thence with
the office work, it was stated.
LARD, 50 lb. stand, pure
$6.99
teed. Randolph Motors. 17-2tc west line of same N-25-E 193 feet; attractive units in the room, said
Miss
Brooks Walker, home agent.
thence crossing Street S-64 deCOFFEE, World's Best, fresh ground
59c
FOR SALE: Be ready for that grees 45 minutes E 662 feet
In the bedroom, a wardrobeto corfirst freeze. Get dependable ner of Rudy Cantrell's yard; ype closet was built with slidPOTATOES, Cobblers, 10 lbs.
29c
FoMoCo anti-freeze. Randolph thence N-23-E 908 feet to a point ng double doors. Windows and
in old City Limit, with same NBEANS, Great Northern, lb
Motors.
10c
17-2tc 67-W 1216 feet to the beginning. doorways were carefully placed
'n the new room to provide wall
BIRD EYE ORANGE JUICE, frozen
Last chance to get Champion Blue Ribbon 4-H Club and Champion
Section Tr. Immediately upon
25c
the effective date hereof the City spaces for a chest, dressing table,
•
NOTICE
Clerk
Blue Ribbon FFA Club Beef. Special Beef Sale 'will end
is hereby authorized and ed and chair.
SWEET POTATOES, med. size, 6 lbs.
25c
A model A Ford coupe, motor directed to publish a copy of this
Mr. and Mrs. Middleton made
number A-4326233. license num- ordinance in 3 consecutive isSATURDAY, OCTOBER 28TH.
PINEAPPLE, crushed, No. 2 can
25c
he changes in their home as a
ber 1-47682, Tennessee 1950, will sues of a newspaper published in
result
of
the
Farm
DeHome
and
CHERRIES, Burnette Farm, rvit .our
APPLE BUTTER, Farm Brand
CAT FISH, fillets, frozen, lb.
be sold at public auction at 2 p.m. tl* City.
55c
velopment Program in which they
Section
III.
This
pitted, No. 2 can
ordinance
jar
or.
Tuesday,
28
November 21, at RanTURNIP GREENS, 303 can
09c
effect from and after its ave taken part.
dolph Motors garage. Storage and takes
FLOUR, Lob Cabin, plain
passage, approval and publicaCORN, Blue Jean, Wh. Cr. Style, Co.
other charges is reason for sale. tion.
SMOKED JOWLS. sliced, lb,
35c
13(
10 lb. bag
Gentlemen
No. 2 can
10(
17-2tc CLIFTON HOLLOWELL, Mayor.
STEAKS, baby beef, any cut, lb
89c
CONDENSED MILK, Sunshine
GARLAND QUISENBERRY.
PEAS, Hansly
Clerk, by M. C.
15-3tc
2/,
tall can
15(
No. 2 can
Card Of Thanks
BUTTER,
PEANUT
Craft
Gold
TUNA FISH, Dice brand
We wish to express our sinNOTICE
24 oz. jar
cere thanks and appreciation to
49(
The Caldwell County Fiscal
11!
No. !2 can
our neighbors and friends for Court and the Caldwell County
GREEN BEANS, Nancy Joe, cut
Florida
ORANGE
of
Heart
JUICE,
the many acts of kindness and Board of Education will receive
No. 2 can
sealed proposals entitled "Pro1 2/(
3 $1,
46 or. can 35c
sympathy extended to us during posals for
OPEN 6:30 A. M.
CLOSE 8:30 P. M.
Erection of Caldwell
OLEOMARGARINE, Ml Choice, colthe illness and passing of our County Elementary School" at
PINEAPPLE, Silver River, crushed
ored
loved one, William David Stal- their office in the court house in
"
e lb. sticks
231(
No. 2 can
_
Princeton, Ky., up to 10:00 a. rd.,
FREE DELIVERY - PHONE 3422
lings.
STUFFED
OLIVES,
Re Umberto
00 APPLE JELLY, Farm Brand
November 13, 1950, at which time
If you need exMay God's richest blessings they will be
4a., or. jar
3/ $1
Publicly opened and
large 32 or. Jar
tra cash to take
rest on each of you and may you ,read.
BABY FOOD, Gerber's asst. strained
-2110 SODA CRACKERS, Ovenkist
of extra fall
care
be so helped and comforted In
The Caldwell County Fiscal
expenses, let us
4l or. can
3)
your hours of sorrow is our Court and the Caldwell County
2 lb. box
15(
help with a perBoard
of Education reserve the
prayer.
TOMATO JUICE, Salamore
PEAS, Tiny Tad No. I sieve, lane,'
right to reject any and all bids
sonal loan.
Mrs. Ida L. Stallings and
46 or. can
Copies of the Proposal, Contract
2
No. 2 man
PHONE... WRITE... COME RE
y.
17).1tp Documents, Drawings and SpeciPORK & BEANS, Ky. Beauty,
MACARONI or SPAGHETTI, Red Cross 19(
fications may be obtained from
the office of the Superintendent
No. 300 can
2 pkgs.
of Schools, Caldwell County
PEACHES, Rosedale,
TOMATO SOUP, Phillips
Court House, Princeton, Ky.
No. 2,34 can
Signed
10142 or. can
FINANCE' CORPORATION OF K.
William G. Pickering, Judge
ANIMAL CRACKERS, Sunshine
CHOCOLATE GRAHAM CRACKERS 29(
Caldwell County
A. M. RICHARDSON
6 or. pkg.
Floyd E. Jones, Chairman
63, or. pkg.
Phu. nal
Caldwell County Board of
Education.
13-7te
APPLES, Johaathans
BANANAS,:rage fancy ripe
- lb.
29(
2 lbs.
LETTUCE, large 4 doz. she
C ABBAGE, New
head
10 lbs.
4/(

Lower Prices Fiery Day

QUINN'S GROCERY

ireo

Red Front Stores

l

25(

25(

Ham Salad, Chicken Salad,Pimento
Cheese Salad — FRESH DAILY

35(

HARRY'S GROCERY

—nteivItatte •

SALE OF SUITS
In New Fall Shades

20% off

On All Suits
Prices from $29.95 to $55.00
Gabardines in Many Fall Shades

2i/4e

Belle &sop

,swesestreallwanollartleszawAP1127000,

Main St.

15(

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

5f

Ever Add Up What
You Could Lose?
Your house—
Your business—
Your car—

29(

MEAT SPECIALS
FRESH PORK BRAINS
lb.

25(

-

COUNTRY STYLE PORK SAUSAGE MI
........
lb.
4

PLAY SAFE - CALL US

JohnE.YoungIns.Agency
S. HARRISON

Phone 3991

25
3/ 29f
hafr"'""p 241(
15

Phone 2620

Princeton, Ky:

Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. MWV:IS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky, Week Days
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